
Safes and Vaults

Safe work is a high-profit, specialized service.
With the proper skills, tools and reference books you can
become an expert safe technician. HPC offers three books
important for servicing safes.

The Art of Manipulation
Manipulation, also known as the “Hear, Feel and

See" method, was discovered and developed
by a small group of safe experts. After much
deliberation, two of these experts decided to
pass on their information to other safe

professionals and published this invaluable
book. Open combination locks without drilling,

burning or forcingl This book was written for locksmiths
and safe professionals to teach the techniques needed for
opening and servicing safes. The Art of Manipulation
illustrates the step-by-step procedures needed
to manipulate lever type fence locks. Additionally,
it explains the methods used in the rotary fence gear
driven, rotary fence spring loaded, straight in tail piece,
bottom drop and off-set gear driven type locks.

Information for modern safe locks is readily available from
the manufacturers and importers. However, as a Safe
Professional you need to be prepared to
service the classic safes that were built to last for
decades.

Safe and Vault Manual
The Safe and Vault Manual covers the
important topics of drilling locations,
changing the handing of the safe, servicing
the lock and time lock operation on a wide

variety of safes and vaults dating back to the
early 20th century. This enduring reference

manual includes over 250 illustrations, 1000
factory try-out combinations as well as the
directions for operating and changing the combination of
safe and vault locks (as found in the Safe Combination
Changing Manual).

Safe Combination Changing
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contains original direction sheets that explain
how to operate and change the combination
on a wide variety of classic safe locks dating

back to the early 20th century. This invaluable
reference contains 85 pages and hundreds

of illustrations and diagrams as written by the safe
lock manufacturers, including Diebold, Eagle, Mosler,
Sargent 8. Greenleaf, Yale and York safe locks.
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